Starting a business is
a major step and many pay
little attention to the legal
side of their business.
At blackcitrus we do not
believe it is justifiable to charge
entrepreneurs prohibitive fees
and we are aware that startups
cannot spend a large portion
of their project budget
receiving legal advice.

Legal Services
We have arrangements with law firms around Sydney
that offer a free first consultation with no hidden costs
or commitment. Depending on the advice given and
the project, our network of law firms have fees tailored
for startup businesses with affordable payments and
continual support.

Our network of lawyers have owned or continue
to own their own business and understand the key
challenges faced by entrepreneurs.

At blackcitrus, we work with a team of lawyers,
collectively representing several law firms to offer
extremely low-cost packages exclusive for blackcitrus
startups.

Would you be interested in a legal pack that
consists of all the agreements and policies a startup
business requires? This is a low-cost alternative for
drafting agreements. Some templates provided in
the legal pack include:

Does Your Business Really Need a Lawyer?

Start up legal pack

Lawyers help you make key foundational decisions
about the organisation and structure of your business,
which are imperative for your success. You will have
many questions about starting a business that you
hope will quickly become a large-scale enterprise.

• Workplace and Employment Agreements

At blackcitrus, we assist entrepreneurs in keeping
their vision in mind. We prevent problems during the
startup process and understand the legal worth to your
business in the long term. Teams of experts ensure
which business structure, contractual arrangements,
intellectual property protection and risk management
procedures are needed to bring out the best possible
outcome for your business goals. It is a regretful
thought that with the right advice, even if it is one
aspect of a deal a few months down the road,
entrepreneurs omit a contractual clause or unknowingly
cause grief by being locked into a suboptimal
business structure.

• Shareholders Agreements

We Understand the Important Needs of Your
Business
Having the right legal team behind you will put you in
great stead to earn maximum profits by understanding
the nature of your business, service and products.
At blackcitrus we can guide and assist you and your
business by looking at it and the industry in which it
operates as a whole.

• HR policies
• Service and Contractor Agreements

• Non Disclosure Agreement
• Exclusivity Agreement
• Share Purchase Agreement
• Subscription Agreement
• Term Sheet and Letter of Intent
• Constitutional Documents
• Advisory Agreement
Price:

$499

www.blackcitrus.com.au/ls
Or contact Pezh Moradi (Operations Director) m: 0411 239 923 e: pezh.moradi@blackcitrus.com.au

